Morpho-Anatomical Analysis of *Cosmostigma racemosum* (Asclepiadoideae) Flowers
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**Abstract**

*Cosmostigma racemosum* is a plant species belonging to the family Apocynaceae, the subfamily Asclepiadoideae. *Cosmostigma racemosum* is found in Nglangeran Mountain Gunungkidul, Yogyakarta. The local name and its original distribution are not known. Information or study of *Cosmostigma racemosum* in Indonesia is not available. Comprehensive characterization of this species is important for authentication and addition of data base. Characterization was conducted by analyzing the morphology and anatomy of flower. The objectives of this study were to describe and analyze the morphology and anatomy of *C. racemosum*. The method of research was based on observation method and exploration of plant systematics evidence or taxonomy evidence, including analyses and description of morphology and anatomy of flower structure and its development. The results showed that the characteristics of flower morphology are in accordance with the existing description in literatures. Characteristics of pollinia are specific characters of morphological aspect of flower. Data of anatomy of flower and its parts development are the new ones which confirm the position of *C. racemosum* as a member of the tribe Marsdenieae. The data of anatomy also show new information of the ontogeny of the important parts of flower: pollinia formation, pollinia corpusculum, anther wall, anther sac, stigma, stamen, staminal tube, stigmatic chamber, and structure of ovary in Asclepiadoideae.
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**Introduction**

*Cosmostigma racemosum* is a species belonging to the family Apocynaceae, subfamily Asclepiadoideae (Takhtajan, 2009: 522; APG III, 2009: 105-121). Backer and Bakhuizen (1963: 274) state that this species is native to Sri Lanka and India. According to Trimen (1895: 177), this species is found in India, Burma and Java. Hooker (1885: 46) states that *C. racemosum* is common in Sri Lanka but its range of distribution includes Java. This species was listed in the Appendix 1 of threatened species in Sri Lanka (Ganashan et al., 1995: 61) and in 2009 it became the protected plant because it was critically endangered (The Ministry of Forestry and Environment, Republic of Sri Lanka, 1999:105; *Parlament of The Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka*, 2009: 29).

*Cosmostigma racemosum* is also found in Nglangeran Mountain in Pathuk, Gunung Kidul, Yogyakarta as a member of unique vegetation dominated by shrubs and lianas (Widodo, 2012: 1-15). Until now, there has been no information of the origin and the cause of its presence in Nglangeran Mountain. This mountain is the remnant of tertiary volcano (Oligo-Miosen) or approximately 0.6-70 million years ago (Adhie, 2009: 1-3). Only few sources of information, such as writings, books, atlas of flora, journal as well as website regarding *C. racemosum* are available. Because there is no species data base and information of the presence of *C. racemosum* in Indonesia, it is necessary to compile data of structure characteristics of this species for authentication of its identity and systematics. Based on the results of research by Widodo (2012:1-15), it is necessary for the characterization of morphology and anatomy structure of *C. racemosum*.

In the subfamily Asclepiadoideae, *Cosmostigma* belongs to the tribe Marsdenieae. Subfamilies Asclepiadoideae consists of three tribes: Marsdenieae, Ceropogieae and Asclepiadeae (Takhtajan, 2009: 529). In the classic classification, the division of tribes is based on the position of pollinia and flower. Pollinia are erect in the tribe Marsdenieae, horizontal in the tribe Gonolobinae (Ceropogieae) and pendulous in the tribe Asclepiadeae (Civeyrel 1998: 523).

The aspect of flower structure of Asclepiadoideae can be used to confirm the position of specimen in genus, sub-tribe and subfamily. The characteristics of flower parts, its ontogeny and development are important for tracing and confirmation of evolutionary phase and its relative position in phylogeny. Kunze (1995: 8) has made the schematic diagram of evolutionary phase of Asclepiadoideae flower based on the structure of corona, Kunze (1995: 1-24) has analyzed the structure and function of flower in Asclepiadoidae, especially the corona and gynostegium. His study revealed the morphology and evolution of corona and morphology of pollinia translator in Apocynoideae, Periplocoideae, and Asclepiadoideae.

The morphological complexity of flowers in Asclepiadoideae has confused yet, at the same time, instilled curiosity among botanists in the last two centuries (Ollerton and Liede, 2003: 107). Morphology is the most important basis for taxonomic description (Simpson, 2006: 348). Morphological characters are the outer appearance of plants. These characters provide
characteristics which can easily be used for identification or supposition of the phylogenetic relationship. Morphological characters have long been used more often than anatomical and molecular characters because the morphological characters are easier to observe and more practical to use. Flower morphology is important marking characters in identification. Morphology is considered to be old fashioned but it is still the basis for the solution of taxonomical problems (Stuessy, 2009: 232).

The characters of plant inner structure have made significant contribution to plant systematics for more than 150 years (Judd, 2002: 55-100). Anatomical characters and inner structure of plants have been used for identification and determination of phylogenetic relationship. Anatomical characters are observed using

---

**Figure 1.** Flower of *Cosmostigma racemosum*. A, B. Inflorescence. C. Calyx and Ovary. D Individual flower. E. Gynostegium. F. Position of Pollinia at Gynostegium when the coronaria and anther wall removed. G. Pollinia unit and their parts.
light microscope with simple techniques as well as electron microscope. Some important aspects of anatomical characters which have taxonomical values are flower anatomy and its development, anther development and pollen structure. Anatomical characteristics play a role in explaining the phylogenetic relationship (Singh, 1999: 165).

Cervantes and Diego (2010: 1) state that description of morphological characteristics in plants is the fundamental part of botanical study and as a key to taxonomy or systematics. Currently, the studies to describe development are mostly those of gene interaction and protein control. These indicate that biology as a discipline has reached its ultimate maturity with experimental procedures and biochemistry point of view. However, all procedures based on experiments have caused the decline in descriptive aspects of morphology. Molecular data provide information related to morphology, but the role of genes and protein in controlling morphology can only be understood if the description of morphology of plant and its parts have been understood first. De Craenene and Wanntorp (2011: 1) state that the decline of knowledge of morphology and systematics of plants has occurred in the last decades. The studies of organisms continue to increase, but with limited knowledge of structure. This results in inaccuracy of interpretation and limitedness of research horizon. Flower morphology shows the evolutionary processes which have been occurring since 130 million years ago. Flower morphology is the best explaining component in plant systematics researches and as a key to clarify flower evolution and the underlying mechanism of flower development (De Craenene dan Wanntorp, 2011: 3).

The objective of this study was to reveal morpho-anatomical structure of Cosmostigma racemosum flower. The morpho-anatomical characteristics of C. racemosum flower can be used for confirmation and checking at the levels of species, genus, and tribe in the existing classification hierarchy and for clarification of its phylogenetic relationship in each level of taxon.

Methodology

Flowers of C. racemosum were collected from the Nglanggeran Mountain which lies at a latitude of S.07°5’25.5 and a longitude of E.110°32’20.’ The samples were subsequently kept in Biology Laboratory of Sunan Kaliuja State Islamic University, Yogyakarta. Samples were kept in collection bags, and some of which were put in fixative FAA (Formalin Acetic-Alcohol). Samples were collected as dry specimens, wet specimens and fresh material.

The tools for observation and collection were digital cameras Sony Nex F3, Sony Cyber-shot DSC-W180, Canon DSLR, rulers, micrometers, calipers, small measuring tapes, collection bags, scissors, cutters, labeling paper, a GPS (Global Positioning System), tools for dried herbarium collection, flacon bottles, stereo microscopes Nikon SMZ 1500 equipped with a camera, light microscope Nikon Eclipse 50 equipped with a camera Nikon DSF1. Materials for observation and collection were distilled water, Alcohol 70 %, FAA (Formalin Acetic Alcohol) solution.

Tools for plant tissue dissection method consisted of: microtome Leica, oven, slide hot plate, becker glasses, measuring glasses, flacon bottles, object glasses, deck glasses, labeling paper, cutters, tweezers, spatula, and slide boxes. Materials for plant tissue dissection were: distilled water, alcohol (30 %, 50 %, 70 %, 80 %, 96 %), xylol, paraﬁn, glycerin-albumin solution, safranin, hematoxylin, fast green, Canadian balm. The techniques and procedures for plant tissue section (slice) preparation followed Cutler et al. (2007: 170-193) and Schweingruber et al. (2011: 7).

Preparation and observation of flowers were done by observation, photographing, measurement and description of characteristics of parts of flowers, fruits and seeds. Identification of morphological characteristics was based on Cullen (2006: 1-357) and Haris and Haris (2006: 1-206). Photographing was conducted with digital cameras Sony Nex F3, Canon DSLR, and Sony Cyber-shot DSC-W180. Ruler or other tools were put beside the photographed materials in order to show the size of the materials. Photographing was replicated 15 times. Measurements were done using caliper, tape meter and graph paper. Observation and photographing of detailed morphology of flower’s parts was done using stereo microscope Nikon SMZ 1500 equipped with a camera Nikon.

Preparation and observation of pollinia were conducted by picking gynostegium, then opening carefully the corona covering pollinia using preparation needles under stereoscopic microscope. A unit of complete pollinia was picked and isolated to get the detailed parts of pollinia and their orientation. Observation of pollinia morphology was done under a stereo microscope Nikon SMZ 1500 equipped with a camera. Pollinia were photographed in their natural condition, which were attached to one side of gynostegium and their orientation was determined. Measurements taken for each unit of pollinia were the length and width of pollinia lobes, the length and width of corpusculum, the length of caudicula or translator arm. The measurement of pollinia’s parts was done using objective micrometer in the stereoscopic microscope Nikon SMZ 1500 equipped with a camera and the results were then calibrated using Paint Program, Windows Picture Manager and Corel Photo Paint 12.

Slides of flower anatomy were made using parafin method with double coloring of fast green safranin. Observation of section (slice) preparation was done by observation and photographing using light microscope Nikon Eclipse 50 equipped with a camera Nikon DSF1. Observation and photographing with weak magnification
were done for identification of shape, configuration of tissues in calyx, corolla, gynostegium, pollinia and other organs, and the configuration of an organ in the whole inflorescence. Observation and strong magnification were done for identification of structure and configuration and other details of cells which compose epidermal tissues, mesophyll, vascular tissues in calyx, corolla gynostegium, style and stamen. The measurement of cells which compose tissues was done using objective micrometer scale calibration method and the results were then analyzed using Program Paint, Windows Picture Manager and Corel Photo Paint 12.

Data analyses referred to the description and semiquantitive method according to Albrechtova (2004: 13). Data in the forms of macroscopic and microscopic pictures were analyzed descriptively and comparatively. The pictures were visually presented and described or accompanied with explanation. The presentation of data in the forms of pictures, numbers, description and explanation were compared with literatures and related studies.

This research was conducted from March to July 2013 in Biology Laboratory, a part of integrated Laboratory of Islamic State University of Sunan Kalijaga, Yogyakarta.

Results and Discussions

Flower morphology

The flowers of Cosmostigma racemosum is inflorescence of racemose to corymbose type; peduncle is between the petioles of leaf pair (interpetiolaris); peduncle is brightly green; the transversal section is round, 6-8 cm in length. Pedicel is also brightly green; transversal section is round, the tip wider than the base, 1 cm long. The width of inflorescence is 3-4 cm (Figure 1A, B).

The individual flower of Cosmostigma racemosum is bisexual, 3-4 mm in height without pedicel; 9 mm in width when blossoming. The individual flower is shown in Figure 1C. The sepal consists of 5 parts, united at the base, 1 mm in length, tip obtuse; margin pubescent, bright green. Corolla has 5 petals, forming into a bell-shape short tube, 3-4 mm in length, 2-3 m in width, tip acuminate, surface glabrous, greenish yellow, reddish-dotted. Flower has 5 corona-scales, 1 - 1.5 mm in height, tip bilobed, whitish grees. Stamens and pistil form a gynostegium (Figure 1E). 5 anthers are attached to the lateral side of stigma. Anther is protected by corollines corona. The tips of corollines corona wrap the stigma. Diameter of stigma is 2 mm. The ovary has 2 carpels, 1 mm in length.

The morphological characteristics of C. racemosum flower in this study match the description in Sivalaya Farm (2011: 1), Page (2008: 1), Backer & Bakhuizen (1963: 274), Brandis (1906:468), Trimen, (1895:177), Hooker (1885: 46), Drury (1866: 228). The structure of corona is important for distinguishing Cosmostigma from non Cosmostigma. According to Ping-tao et al., (1995:4) the characteristics of Cosmostigma corona is that it is relatively small and thin like a membrane. The visual presentations of C. racemosum flowers as sketches have been available in old literatures or monographs, namely De Lessert and De Candole (1846: 84), Wight (1846: 591), Hendrik (1866: 32). The visual presentations in the forms of ancient herbarium photographs were uploaded in the web site of Herbarium Musei Parisiensis, in 2012. Description and visual presentation in this study are important and needed because the characteristics of flower have high identity value and the information of the presence of C. racemosum in Indonesia currently is not known except in the ancient literature of Trimen (1895: 177) in Flora of Ceylon, Hooker (1885: 46) in Flora of British India, and Drury (1866: 228) Flora of India. The additional description data of C. racemosum flower morphology contributed by this study are the position of petals (aestivatio) toward each other and the structure of corollines corona in anther. The aestivation type in C. racemosum is dextrostum contortus or rightward contortion. The tip and middle of the corolla lobe reduplicate or folded with margin folded outward. De Craene and Wanntorp (2011: 2) state that data of flower morphology are very good clarifying components in systematic research and the key or the main tool for developing phylogeny concept, expanding and enriching the understanding of evolution and significance of organs in evolution.

Morphology of Pollinia

Pollinia are produced by an anther. An anther consists of two theca or pollen sacs, each forming one pollinium, so there are 2 pollinia in each anther. Corona corollines form at the dorsal side of anther. An anther is fused to the lateral side of stigma forming a structural unit called gynostegium (Figure 1E). Corpusculum is shiny brown located between anthers. Corpusculum is connected by caudicule to two pollinia lobes from two different anthers, namely one on its right and the other on its left side (Figure 1F). Pollinia lobe is erect, obovate, golden yellow (Figures 1F, G), 550-600 µm in length, 200-250 µm in width. Caudicule or translator leg is cylinrical, 500-600 µm in length, without membrane. Corpusculum is ovate, cleft in ventral side, 250 µm in length, 150-200 µm in width, shiny blackish brown.

The color and structure of corpusculum of C. racemosum ensure its position as a member of the subfamily Asclepiadoideae. The characteristics of pollunia lobe of C. racemosum, namely erect, ovate, relatively long caudicule without membrane, ensure its position as a member of the tribe Marsdenieae. Shape, size, location, orientation, and location of line, are important criteria of pollinia morphology (Sreenath et al., 2012:45-53; Sinha dan Mondal, 2011:7981-7986; Rahman, 1990: 83), which play an important role in identification of tribe and genus. The results of this study confirm the classification Takhtajan (2009: 522) which put Cosmostigma racemosum in the tribe Marsdenieae.
Anatomy of floral development

Longitudinal section of inflorescence in Figure 2 shows that _C. racemosum_ inflorescence is of racemose type (_inflorescentia racemosa_). The development of inflorescence unit starts from the edge or bottom of the inflorescence. There is a small bractea on each base of inflorescence unit. Trichomate are on the bractea and leaf surface. Figure 2 B shows the early development of inflorescence unit. The characteristics of early inflorescence development indicate that sepals occupy the main proportion of flower; colletér gland in calyx base is clearly visible. Stigma also occupies a large proportion of flower. Stamens are clearly visible, consisting of filaments and anther. The bases of filaments are attached to the base of corolla. The wall of pollensac (theca) begins to differentiate simultaneously with the formation of pollen. The next step is the enlargement of flower (Figure 2D), indicating the following characteristics: elongation of corolla base, the expansion of stigma to the periphery so that it press and lift the anther. The anther’s position is precisely on the lateral side of stigma. The development of ovary is clear; the wall of anther and theca (pollen sac) which contain pollinia are clearly visible. The maturation of pollinia is happening. The wall of anther clearly shows the layers of tapetum, middle layers and endotestum.

The stage of blossoming is shown in Figures 2D, E with the following characteristics: the corolla dominates the proportion of the flower; the stigma is lifted by the uniting tissues of corolla base, calyx and stamen. Pollinia and their components (tapetum, middle layer, endotestum) adhere to upper lateral side of stigma. The remaining structure of anther sticks to stigma and becomes _corollines corona_ which protects pollinia; the stigma is lifted away from ovary.

The presence of bractea at the primodial stage of inflorescence development confirms the position of _C. racemosum_ as a member of the subfamily Asclepiadoideae which ontogenically has bractea like inflorescence in Apocynoideae. The data of the presence of braktea during primordial phase of inflorescence development also rectify the statement of Hooker (1885: 42) that the bractea in _Cosmostigma racemosum_ is zero (0). But the same data may also confirm the statement of Hooker if what he means by (0) is that ontogenically _C.racemosum_ has bractea.

---

Data of flower development anatomy clarify the process of gynostegium structure formation (the fusion of stigma and anther) in _C. racemosum_. The early development shows that the structure of stamen is not united with stigma, so the fusion of stigma and anther is difficult to explain. Data of flower development can complement, clarify or support the concept of flower phylogeny of Asclepiadoideae presented by Kunze (1995:1-24). The early stage of flower structure of Asclepiadoideae is similar to that of Apocynoideae so that phylogenically Apocynoideae precedes Asclepiadoideae. Data of floral development also show that gynostegium is formed and then lifted due to the elongation of staminal tube and ovary. Data of flower development show the development of the wall of anther and theca (pollen sac) and the ontogeny of pollinia.
Anatomy of longitudinal section of receptacle, calyx, corolla, stamen and pistil

The longitudinal section of blossoming inflorescence of *C. racemosum* shows the flower parts, namely receptacle, calyx, corolla and gynostegium (the fusion of stamen and pistil). The parts and the tissue structures are shown in Figure 3.

Figures 3B-C show tissues of receptacle and calyx. Receptacle consists of large cells and its outer side is covered by flat epidermal cells with stomata among which. The tissues of calyx consist of upper (adaxial) epidermis, mesophyll, and lower (abaxial) epidermis. The upper epidermis in calyx consists of a layer of flat elongated cells (15-25 μm). The mesophyll of calyx is composed of rounded cells and it has small vascular tissues. The abaxial epidermis consists of cuboid cells (20x20 μm) and stomata among which. Colletor gland is found at the abaxial surface of base of calyx (Figure 3D). The border between calyx and receptacle tissues is not clear. The tissues in calyx are more differentiated than those in receptacle. The mesophyll cells in tissues of receptacle are larger than those in calyx tissues.
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Figure 3. Tissues in longitudinal section of *Cosmortigma racemosum* flower.

Characteristics of calyx of *C. racemosum* are: the presence of colletor gland at the base of the connection of two calyces, so there are five colletor glands. The colletor gland produces sticky slime or resin, insoluble in water. The function of this gland is to protect dormant buds and meristem development, leaf buds, and young stipules (Evert, 2006: 459). The colletor gland in the calyx of *C. racemosum* flower is of the general standard type, namely long head and short stalk. The head is covered with epidermal cells that look like palisade. The colletor type of *C. racemosum* belongs to the type of the family Apocynaceae. The presence of colletor in the calyx of Apocynoideae was reported by Martins *et al.* (2013; 21) in *Secondatia densiflora*, whereas the presence of colletor in the calyx of Asclepiadoideae was reported by Silva *et al.* (2008: 924) in Oxypetalum. The presence of colletor gland or *glandula emergentia* in the base of calyx of the tribe Marsdenieae of Asclepiadoideae was
found by Valente dan Costa (2005: 53) in *Marsdenia loniceroides*. The presence of colletor gland in the calyx of *Cosmostigma racemosum* shows that the petals and sexual apparatus of flower have been and prevented from drought since they are still buds.

Figure 3E shows the arrangement of corolla tissues. The corolla is composed of several tissues: adaxial (upper) epidermis, mesophyll (the densely-packed and spongy mesophylls) and abaxial (lower) epidermis. Adaxial epidermal tissues at the tip of corolla consist of short papilla cells while abaxial epidermis consists of a layer of flat cells with stomata. The papilla cells of adaxial epidermis get more elongated in the middle and base of corolla. The structure of papilla cells at the adaxial epidermis at the base of corolla is of glandular type (Figure 3F). The structure of papillary epidermis like palisade at the adaxial surface of corolla base of *C. racemosum* indicate is function as nectariferous tissue. In this tissue, epidermal cells function as secretory gland. The characteristic of nectar epidermis is the presence of trichomate cells or the elongated cells like palisade (Evert, 2006: 453).

**Figure 4.** A-D The development of stamen and other structures. D. Parts of microsporangium wall during the development of pollinia. E. Parts of pollinia.
The mesophyll tissues of *C. racemosum* flower are differentiated based on cell size and density. The difference between the dense and spongy tissues can be observed by safranin-fast green double coloration. The dense mesophyll tissues consist of densely-packed round cells with limited intercellular spaces, and the cells contain chloroplast. The presence of chloroplast in densely packed mesophyll indicates that the petals of *C. racemosum* still have photosynthetic function. The spongy mesophyll tissues consist of long-rounded cells larger than the cells in densely packed mesophyll tissues. There are more intercellular spaces and vascular tissues at the border with densely packed mesophyll tissues.

Figure 3G shows the arrangement of tissues of anther wall. Figure 3H shows the mature pollinia in the broken anther sac. The base of anther sticks to the lateral side of stigma. Anther and pollinia are at the depression of lateral side of stigma. The upper tip of anther wall is additional corona or corollines corona. The additional corona is composed of thin layer of outer and inner epidermis, the reduced mesophyll containing druse crystal. Parts of the whole stamen can be seen in Figure 3A. The lower part of an anther is a filament which is the extension of staminal tube, which in turn is the extension of corolla base which wrap the ovary. The term staminal tube is adopted from *tubo estaminal* (Silva et al., 2008: 929; Valente dan Costa, 2005: 53). The cells at the periphery of staminal tube look larger than those in the middle. The staminal tube wall facing the base of filament shows epidermal gland. The longitudinal section crossing the middle of corona shows that the tissues of stamen base and staminal tube are united (indistinguishable), while the tissues of corona base tend to separate from staminal tube. These data show the ontogenical difference between the two tissues.

The tissues of anther consist of upper epidermis, mesophyll, and inner epidermis. The upper epidermis is composed of densely-packed longitudinally elongated flat cells. The mesophyll consists of densely packed round cells. The inner epidermis consists of papilla cells larger than those in mesophyll. The tissues of filament are composed of outer epidermis, mesophyll and inner epidermis. The outer epidermis consists of densely packed small flat cells. The mesophyll is composed of densely-packed, small rounded cells. The inner epidermis is composed of glandular cells which can be shed. The inner side of filament seems to be associated with the base of stigma and the tip of staminal tube forming a secretion-laden sac.

The arrangement of stigma is shown in Figure 3I while the arrangement of ovary is shown in Figure 4J. The stigma consists of epidermal tissues and mesophyll tissues. The outer epidermis of stigma is composed of short papilla-shaped cells like those in adaxial epidermis of corolla. The shape of mesophyll cells look like spongy tissues but with limited intercellular spaces. Many druse crystals are found in the mesophyll tissues of stigma. In the lower middle part of mesophyll of stigma there are xylem vessels with thickened ring. The part of stigma which sticks to anther is composed of glandular cells producing secretion. Ovary consists of wall and sacs containing many ovules.

**Anatomy of stamen and pollinia development**

Figures 4A-D show the development of stamen of *Cosmostigma racemosum*. Transversal section of young flower (Figure 4A) shows that the base of stamen is at the junction between ovary and corolla. Anther and filament are separate parts from stigma so that gynostegium has not been formed. Theca or pollen sacs have been formed but the wall differentiation has not been complete. *Corollines corona* at the tip of anther is still at the early stage of development. Orderly layers of pollen as the predecessors of pollinia are seen. Staminal tube has not been formed in this immature flower.

The maturation process of stamen is shown in Figures 4C-D. Anther is lifted at the same time with the elongation of filament. The base of filament is also lifted and forms staminal tube. The base of anther sticks to the lower lateral side of stigma, so the gynostegium has been formed. The wall of theca (pollen sacs) shows the layers of tissues of tapetum, middle layer and endotesium. Pollinia have been formed and there is space between pollinia and the anther wall. *Corollines corona* has been elongated.

The mature stamen and pollinia are shown in Figure 4D. The tissues of theca wall have been broken but the tissues of anther and corolines corona are still present. The staminal tube has been maximally elongated. The staminal tube wall as the supporting structure for stigma and its tip function as the base of filament. Gynostegium structure has been completely formed at the blossoming flower. Pollen in mature pollinia emits shiny blue fluorescent light while the wall of *sporopollenin* emits orange fluorescent light.

Data of stamen development clarify the origin of staminal tube and the formation of gynostegium in *C. racemosum* flower which can be traced ontogenically. Filament structure in gynostegium is maintained until mature stage. This indicates that *C. racemosum* belongs to a group closely related to Apocynoideae or the lower group of the sub-family Asclepiadoideae. The lower groups of the sub-families Asclepiadoideae are the tribes Fockeae and Marsdenieae.

Pollinia of *C. racemosum* are the aggregation of pollen grains. Polinia of Asclepiaceae (Asclepiadoideae) are wrapped by sporopollenin. The sporopollenin wall extends entering each group of pollen grains so that all pollen grains are not united. The outer wall of sporopollenin is called pollinial wall, while the extension of wall into the units of pollen grain group is called extension of pollinial wall (Srideevi et al., 1990: 324). In general sporopollenin wall is soluble in hot 2-aminoethanol solution. Srideevi et al. (1990: 324) states that young pollinial wall in Tylophora (Asclepiaceae) is soluble in hot 2-aminoethanol solution but the wall of mature pollinia is not. Pollen grains in intact pollen can be observed using light without coloring because they emit fluorescent light or autofluorescence.
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(Pacini dan Franchi, 1999: 303). The emission of fluorescence indicates the maturation stage of pollinia.

**Anatomy of transversal section of flower**

Transversal sections of *Cosmostigma racemosum* flower from the top to the base of stigma were observed at 8 points (Figure 5).

The first point of section crossing the the upper stigma in Figure 5A shows the tissues of corolla, anther and stigma. The tissues of corolla consist of abaxial epidermis, mesophyll cells at the abaxial side, mesophyll cells at adaxial side and adaxial epidermis (Figure 5E). Epidermal cells and mesophyll cells at abaxial side are larger than those in mesophyll cells at adaxial side. Vascular bundels are located between abaxial and adaxial mesophylls. Each petal shows three vascular bundles. Stomata are located in outer abaxial epidermis. The tissues of stigma are composed of ground tissues with one vascular bundle and two pollen sacs (Figures 5G, H). Pollen sac is round and and each sac has one pollinium. The tissues of stigma consist of extensive mesophyll tissues, in the middle of which are circles of vascular bundles (Figure I). The epidermis or the outer layer is composed of densely packed tube-shaped epidermal cells, some of which are glandular (Figure 5J).

**Figure 5.** The transversal sections of tissues of *Cosmostigma racemosum* Flower. A. Sketches and point of transversal section, B-E. Transversal section, F. Corolla tissues, G. Vacular bundle in anther, H. Anther sac containing pollinia, J. Tissues of stigma, K. Section of corpuskulhum of pollinia, L. Stigmatic sac, M. Ovule.

The second point of section crossed the middle of pollinia lobe. In this section, the pollen sacs look flat, oval to round-shaped. The tissues of vascular bundles at the pistil show two sliced circles. At the periphery of the stigma there is an attachment of transversal section of pollinia corpuskulhum as shown in Figure 5K. There are two shapes of epidermal cells at the lateral side of stigma, namely: a) dense smaller columnar shape and b) secretory
large, columnar shape. The smaller epidermal cells are at the lateral side of stigma facing anther, while the large, secretory cells seem to be the components of corpusculum and caudicule.

The third point of section crossing the lower part of stigma base shows the characteristics of the edge of anther which are extending and folded outward. The junction of two edges of anther base forms a stigmatic chamber as shown in Figure 5L. The stigmatic chamber is located under corpusculum. The transversal section of style look rounded with two circles of vascular bundles tightly close to each other. The tissues of mesophyll are rounded-ovate and densely packed. Epidermis is composed of densely packed tube-shaped cells. In this section style is surrounded by five stigmatic chambers. The transversal section of corolla has 8-9 vascular bundles.

The fourth point of section crossed the ovary. This section shows that the transversal section of corolla tissues has 3 (x5) vascular bundles. The transversal section of corolla is attached to the base of staminal tube. The staminal tube has 1 (x5) kidney-shaped vascular bundle. This section shows two ovaries, each having ovules. Each carpel wall has 8-12 vascular bundles, one of which is larger than the others. Each ovary has 8-14 rows of ovules. The transversal section of the base of staminal tube circles the ovules. What remains of the stigmatic chamber is a narrow curve as the border between the remains of anther base. Five tissues of transversal section of calyx are outside of corolla tube circle. At the junction among calyx there is a colleter gland.

Data of structure of flower organ and tissues of *Cosmostigma racemosum* in transversal section strengthen and clarify the data obtained from longitudinal section. The transversal section through stigma shows: lay out and orientation of petals from one another, arrangement of corolla tissues at the tip or distal, number of layers of anther structure, location of anther, arrangement of anther tissues, number of theca or anther sacs, structure of theca, structure of anther wall, location and position of stigma, structure of stigma, arrangement of stigma tissues.

The structure of stigmatic chamber of *Cosmostigma racemosum* as a member of the tribe Marsdenieae is relatively similar to that of *Marsdenia loniceroides* presented in the result of research by Valente et al. (2005: 55). The stigmatic structure and its extension vertically downward under staminal tube widen the pollination reach. Staminal tube is a set of tissues, forming rings made into 5 main lobes. Each has three sub-lobes (a large one in the middle accompanied by two small ones). The junction of main lobes is a downward longitudinal vessel and an extension of stigmatic chamber. Epidermal cells at the vessel between the main lobes or small lobes are secretory or glandular. The arrangement of staminal tube is essentially the same as that of vascular bundle which extends laterally. Stigamaric chamber is directly connected to the tip of ovary with no staminal tube in between.

The transversal section crossing ovary shows two separate ovaries or apocarps, each having half-rounded shape transversally. The two ovaries are not the same in sizes; one is smaller than the other. Each ovary has many ovules. Analyses of observation and confirmation of carpel types according to Esau in Suradinata (1998: 235) show that each visible ovary consists of one carpel arranged in conduplicate involution with placenta of parietal ovules. Each ovary has one ovary chamber. Tissues of carpel is composed of three (1+2) large vascular bundles and 12 (6+6) larger ones. Colleter gland is found in the edge of intersection among sepals.

The structure of pistil with the ring of vascular bundle inside shows that stigma has two vascular bundles which have been fused. Toward the base of stigma, the vascular bundle get separated from each other and become two sliced rings. The fact that pistil has two apocarps seems to be contradicted with the evolutionary trend of style and ovary. Apocarp is supposed to have its own style. Morphology of female sexual organ and its terminology are still disputable (Hidayat, 1995: 226). The presence of two apocarps but only one stigma in *C. racemosum* and Asclepiadieae in general confirm that statement. A phenomenon that a flower has apocarps but the stigmas are united is explained by Kunze (1995: 5) as post genital fusion. Study of Kunze (2005: 347) also found this post genital fusion in the formation of stamina corona and corollines corona.

**Conclusion and Suggestion**

Morphological characteristics of *Cosmostigma racemosum* flower in this study are in accordance with the existing description in literatures. New data are found regarding specific structure of anatomy or flower parts and tissues, developments of flower, stamen, anther wall, anther chamber and pollinia, formation of pollinia, ontogeny of pollinia corpusculum, position of stigma, and structures of staminal tube, stigmatic chamber and ovary. Characteristics of pollinia are specific morphological characters of anther for species identification. New data of flower structure anatomy confirm the position of *C. racemosum* in the tribe Marsdenieae. Data of flower development anatomy especially stamen development of *C. racemosum* shows its ontogeny and clarify in the tribe Marsdenieae, subfamily Asclepiadoideae as well as filogeny of the tribe Mardenieae in the subfamilie Asclepiadaceae.

Species authentication of *C. racemosum* and other members of Asclepiadoideae can be done by matching data of pollinia, structure of morpho-anatomy of flower. All data of shape and qualitative characters of structure are primary characteristics for cross checking and authentication. Data of morpho-anatomy of *C. racemosum* flower can be used to complement the evolutionary analyses of Asclepiadoideae, tribe Marsdenieae currently in trend.
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